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Pagan worship among the people of God

The Worship System of Jeroboain I ...Samyol Lee
Baal worship in Israel ...Shiow Jen Lim
Apostate worship in Ezekiel's time...Suk Hyun Park

Group V

Great Occasions in Old Testament Worship
The Passover in the Old Testament...Suk Bae Son
The Feast of Tabernacles in the Old Testament..Colin Wong

I hope you can see that these are arranged in a sequence of
thoughts and ideas. We may or may not have a reasonable amount
of time to discuss them but you can work through them for the
semester, quarter, or whatever it is. When they are submitted
each student is to submit them in sufficient quantities so that
everyone in the class may have a copy of every paper...so do
them carefully and neatly and they will be a lasting file of
useful materials on this subject.

That is all there is to the assignments...Class is not meeting
on March 3 so you can proceed with the work unimpeded.

2. Grading:
It is always hard but the grades are broken down in the nature
of thirds:

1/3... your quarter paper
1/3... the weekly assignments and discussion
1/3...a final examination.

There is no mid-quarter exam and remember there is no class on
April 15...it is the Missions Conference at Biblical.

3. A Note on my "syllabus"
I do not have a formal syllabus for the course but I do have
some guided or extended notes. The course is essentially a
"Bible course" and our research is very much in the Bible itself.
I will probably issue the pages week by week so if you miss a
class be sure to pick up the pages from me that may have been
given out. These are "skeletal" pages which means they only
serve to guide our thinking, not to finalize it. And be careful
about my typing mistakes..I work fast..that is my excuse-and I
do not proof read-that is a fact.
At any rate, I appreciate your taking the course and hope we
will all profit together in our individual and corporate worship
experiences.
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